The Handoff Nursing Workflow is receiving four new components with the Nursing Optimization project. The components are:

- Microbiology
- Oxygen/Ventilation
- Lines/Tubes/Drains
- Patient Timeline - Medications

### Microbiology Component

Clicking on the culture will show either NEG (no growth) or POS (what is growing). Once a culture is finalized, users can click on it to see the susceptibility.

### Oxygen/Ventilation Component

Displays ABGs and other blood gases for Oxygenation and Weaning Parameters for Ventilation.

### Lines/Tubes/Drains Component

Displays information on all documented patient’s Lines/Tubes/Drains.
Patient Timeline – Medications Component

1. Hover over the icon to view the administration time.
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2. Click on the icon to see more details.
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3. Hover to view the Icon Legend.
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